


In the tiny village of Fredriksfors, just several 
kilometers from the cultural center of  Delsbo in the 
heart of  Hälsingland, Sweden, you will find one of  
the world’s leading candle factories – Delsbo Candle. 
Candles have been manufactured here since the 
Second World War and this source of  local pride 
has been located in the same place since the very 
beginning. At Delsbo Candle, we strive to be the best 
without losing the spirit of  Delsbo or the environ- 
mental consciousness which courses through our 
blood. When you enter the factory, the welcoming 
scent of  stearin greets you, evoking memories of  
Christmas and an atmosphere of  quality. The large 
dipping carousels are constantly running, nearly every 
day of  the week, with a capacity for growth and the 
creation of  job opportunities.

At the machines and packing stations one will find 
coworkers who consider the factory their own. Our 
employees have a natural sense of  pride in the 
craft and in the fact that Delsbo Candle was the first 
producer of  ecolabeled stearin candles to be certified 
with the trust-giving, exclusive Nordic Swan Ecolabel, 
which we have held since 2008. 

To be a world leader has been the spirit 
since the day our CEO, Olle Skog began supervising 

the company. He began working at the factory in 
1969 and has been faithful to this day.  Even during 
ownership changes over the years. Despite the some- 
what odd geographic location, Delsbo Candle has a 
natural place among the candle makers of  the world. 

“Coincidence isn’t random,” is a dynamic notion that 
has stuck with Olle and has taken us to where we are 
today.  Olle dared to take a chance and left room for 
innovative ideas and visions. There has always been 
great faith in the staff, and many have chosen to stay 
and develop within the company. This is something we 
are very proud of  and see as one of  our strengths. 

Delsbo Candle is a forerunner in the business 
with our sound values. In 2005 the decision was made 
to exclusively manufacture stearin candles, which has 
turned out to be wise in every way and now something 
obvious in these times of  sustainable products. We 
have faced many challenges over the years, naturally, 
but coincidences have led only to solutions. Olle is a 
man of  vision and because of  that, Delsbo Candle is 
a true star in the sky of  candles and will continue to 
remain so far into the future. We are facing exciting 
times and we want to continue to be one step ahead 
and to forge new paths. The entire municipality should 
continue to be proud of  us. We certainly are. 

Pride in the craft





What is a Nordic Swan Ecolabeled candle?

A Nordic Swan Ecolabeled candle is meeting specific criteria for environmental 
performance, health aspects, quality and safety. The candle consists of  more than 
90 percent renewable raw materials, burns clean and has minimal values for soot 
emission and content of  health- and environmental damaging chemistry.  

In the Nordic countries approximately 50,000 tons of  candles are used per annum. 
A Nordic Swan Ecolabeled candle has strict environmental requirements on both the 
product and the packaging. The most important requirement is that the candles are 
manufactured using renewable stearin with minimal environmental impact.

A Nordic Swan Ecolabeled candle is a smart choice for the environment. 
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The best quality with the least environmental impact

Delsbo Candle strives to find and maintain the best quality with the least impact on the environment in both 
ingredients as well as in our craft. Using the best stearin and wicks is the key to a great candle, which can be 

validated by the long burn time and the beautiful, pure and clear flame emanating from our lit candles. 

We have made it possible to deliver colored candles with the best burn qualities. We overdip our candles in  
pigmented dipping mass, as we want to minimize the quantity of  pigments for each candle.  

In this manner we can keep the burning performance, be environmentally friendly  
while continuing to deliver beautifully colored candles as requested by our customers. 
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